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It appears also, this time, in clearer motivations and without the hoax infested and fraudlent 

'reasoning' of the jews such as the "Fuel Complaints" of what is supposedly the French 

Situation...People are uprising in Brussels. 
 

This time it is directly about complaining about the UN and their so called Migration Policies 

adopted by Belgium in a series of furthering the White Extinction basically. And giving the right 

to everyone to come to Europe and anywhere else to ripoff anything as they see fit as "Muh 

Humin Vermin Ryets" imply. They have understood the whole deal here is nothing else but a 

racial extinction and displacement of the native people and nothing else.  
 

If the jew zoo keepers wanted to help their cattle, they could do so locally and at home. But they 

simply want to destroy the native populations. The condition here is if you do not participate in 

the Kalergi plan, then no help from the jews. This is the humanism of the jews. Plastic and fake.  
 

I am certain that it will not be long till this becomes the norm. First the Yellow Vests, now this. 

This however, was a direct protest, not something that had other social issues in it, but the issue 

of rights of race and fighting extinction. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_cont ... i3oVFeuT4o 
 

The People of Europe are becoming drastically aware. I have seen nowhere news in any local 

or otherwise outlets in regards to the event, only news from RT at this point. This is because it's 

impossible to cover up the real reason these people were protecting about. 
 

Point being, the slaves are now breaking their chains and they are waking up. We have to 

support people and keep their spiritual backbone tight. Everyone, Keep up the RTR's in full 

intensity. The kosher spells of the enemy are giving in.  
 

As we have said for years, we will emerge victorious in the struggle. Azazel and our own have 

also notified us this is the case, and that we must keep pushing, this is also the situation in the 

present and future, and we maintain this momentum with the RTRs.  
 

The RTR's must be kept in an unrelenting manner now, moreso than ever. The demise and 

downfall of the enemy is inevitable, and our world will be free from our efforts if we only 

continue. The enemy will lose, we just have to keep the momentum of winz and informing the 

populace going. 
 

If anyone has any more intel please provide us here in meaningful conversation.  
 

We are going to take back our lands and reinstate the authority of our Gods.  

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

https://www.ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?p=56014#p56014
https://www.ancient-forums.com/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=48
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=533&v=Yi3oVFeuT4o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=533&v=Yi3oVFeuT4o


https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 

 

 

- http://www.joyofsatan.org 
- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 
- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com 
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Brussel's is the EU capital...….. This is an omen. 
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